The Three Laws of Performance
Rewriting The Future of Your Organization & Your Life

A three-day special event designed for executives, business owners and
organizational leaders to create a new paradigm of breakthrough performance
for your organization.

Vanto Group’s proprietary methodology allows for dramatic and
sustainable shifts in organizational performance.
Grounded in the best-selling book, The Three Laws of Performance, the
event is designed for attendees to apply this cutting-edge approach in
their current business environments.

"What greatly impressed me with regard to
the Vanto Group process and technology is
that it has a way of actually giving people
hands-on access to altering the culture of
and organization."
Michael C. Jensen, Professor of
Business Administration, Emeritus
Harvard Business School

You will gain access to :
• Producing unprecedented business results while producing an
exceptional quality of life
• Moving beyond hidden assumptions that block personal and
organizational agility
• The language of high performance and how to apply it in your personal
and work environment
• The tools to have your vision sustained over time and owned by others
throughout your organization
The Three Laws of Performance Rewriting the Future of Your
Organization & Your Life is designed for individuals and teams
seeking a competitive edge.
Dates
Times

: September 10, 11, and 12, 2019
: 9:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.

Location : Bengaluru, India
Tuition : 100,000 Rs per person (taxes additional)
Group discounts available

Seating is limited. Early registration is recommended. Price includes
course materials, lunch and refreshments.
To register, please contact Jitesh Menon or Aditi Kariwala:
Email: jmenon@vantogroup.com, akariwala@vantogroup.com
Phone: +91 93746 48774, +91 84519 99629

Ready to create breakthrough performance?
vantogroup.com/contact

Today we have created a PERFORMING
TEAM with good interpersonal communication
skills. Our turnover (revenue) has increased
- doubled as all share a similar vision and
actions are directed towards the same goals.
Ashwini Vikas Raut, Director, Atharva
Speech & Hearing Care Pvt. Ltd.

"Vanto Group's involvement has provided
tremendous insights on making interfunctional teams work effectively as well
as developing future leaders who could
lead the company into the next decade."
Amit Syngle, Chief Operating
Officer, Asian Paints Ltd.
“Running a business is a complex matter,
and at the heart of any business is people. I
have yet to see anything that has such a
positive impact on people’s ability to
relate, communicate, and perform as
Vanto Group has.”
Paul Fireman, Former CEO, Reebok

"Vanto's training provided a new way of
thinking, tremendous insights, effective
communication, operating from large vision all of these provided great transformation in
my business."
Ajit Himatlal Manek, Ajit Sweets

